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Introduction 
 
At The University of Winnipeg, “Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition is an educational initiative 

that provides learners with welcome opportunities to identify, demonstrate, and gain recognition for 

what they already know and can do. It allows learners to obtain credit for university-level knowledge 

and skills gained outside the classroom and/or through other educational programs. PLAR uses valid, 

rigorous assessment methods which follow university policies and procedures to ensure that learning 

worthy of credit has taken place” (Prior Learning Assessment).  

 

This PLAR Resource Guide will guide you through the PLAR process for ETCP 46390/6 Developing the 

Language System: Teaching Grammar and Vocabulary within the EAL Teacher Certificate Program Level 

I. To begin the PLAR process, review this guide in detail. As you review the learning outcomes and self-

assessment for the course, begin to consider your own learning around each of these areas, and the 

evidence you have to demonstrate this learning. The requirements for the PLAR process and assessment 

criteria for this course are fully described within this resource guide.  

Course Description: 
 

ETCP 46390/6 – Developing the Language System: Teaching Grammar and Vocabulary 
 

This course will provide students with an understanding of the basic structures and functions of English 

grammar. Students will examine both sentence and discourse grammar in order to assist them in 

preparing grammar lessons and in answering student questions in regards to English grammar. 

Traditional and innovative methods for teaching grammar in both communicative and academic 

contexts will be demonstrated and practiced. Students will practice developing engaging ways to 

integrate these forms into practical and interesting lessons. Various approaches to vocabulary 

presentation and practice will also be examined. Students will demonstrate and understanding of 

elements of the course through the development of both a grammar and vocabulary lesson plan. 
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Course Learning Outcomes and Elements of Performance: 

 
1. Notes on Joy 

• Apply Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s “Nine Elements of Flow” to communicative lesson 

planning 

 
2. Why Do We Teach Grammar? 

• Rationalize why grammar instruction should be included in the EAL curriculum  

• Explain the difference between deductive and inductive teaching of grammar 

• Name learning strategies that can be reinforced for students as they move towards 

automatisation of grammar 

 

3. Selecting and Sequencing Grammar Items 

• Analyze a grammar text for the progression of grammar points, as well as for the text’s 

approach and development of skills 

• Describe criteria for the selection of grammar points suitable to particular needs, 

contexts, and backgrounds 

• Organize a general progression of grammar points for a given group of learners 

• Differentiate between the main types of syllabus design methods, and select one 

suitable to learners’ needs 

• Analyze an activity for the associated and embedded grammar points 

 

4. Developing a Grammar Lesson 

• Describe how grammar is learned through reading, writing, speaking, and listening 

• Identify the three main phases of a basic, communicative grammar lesson 

• Differentiate between focused practice and communicative practice 

• Describe characteristics of “flow” as they relate to lesson-planning 

• Conduct a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of a lesson plan  

 

5. Ways of Presenting Grammar 

• Describe the components of an effective rule 

• Apply the principles of effective rules to a grammar lesson 

• Examine textbooks to identify how they introduce grammar points 

• Explain how examples can be used in the presentation phase of a lesson for inductive 

instruction 
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6. Ways of Practicing Grammar 

• Describe the difference between accuracy and fluency 

• Explain the difference between practice activities that target these two skills 

• Explain the concept of restructuring, and describe the characteristics of practice 

activities designed for this purpose 

• Describe various focused practice activities aimed at receptive and productive practice 

• Explain error correction as it occurs during the focused practice stage 

• Design the focused practice phase of a lesson plan  

 

7. Error Correction 

• Describe different types of errors made by language learners 

• Compare and contrast transfer errors and developmental errors, giving examples 

• Present possible causes of a selection of errors 

• Justify the correction of systematic errors 

• Compare different responses to errors for appropriateness 

• Explain the role of language level in the selection of error correction 

 

8. The Power of Words 

• Give at least ten cognitive and metacognitive strategies that learners can use to 

understand new words 

• Explain how word frequency, pronunciation and contextualization can support 

vocabulary learning 

• Summarize the factors that help learners store and organize new vocabulary for later 

use 

• Create a “schemata” for a single word to illustrate the various meanings and 

associations that can be related to that word. 

 

9. Working with Textbooks and Dictionaries 

• List criteria that could be used to choose appropriate resources for your classroom 

• Compare and contrast the vocabulary teaching approach of two textbooks according to 

specific criteria 

• List different kinds of dictionaries and explain how they might be used in a language 

learning classroom 

• Describe limitations of dictionaries, and how you would explain those to student 

Course Resource: 
The resources for this course are as follows: 

• Thornbury, Scott (2000). How to Teach Grammar. Pearson Education ESL. 
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Developing the Language System: Teaching Grammar and Vocabulary – Self 

Assessment Checklist 
 

The following self-assessment checklist incorporates the learning outcomes of the course for which you 

are applying for PLAR. In order to self-assess your skills, knowledge, and abilities with respect to these 

learning outcomes.  The outcomes have been taken from the online modules. Complete this self-

assessment checklist using the rating scale below. For each outcome, consider what evidence you might 

have to demonstrate your skills, knowledge, and abilities and note this in the righty column, as this will 

be important in the later stages of the PLAR process.  

 

Rating Scale 

1 I have no or little experience or learning in this area. 

2 I have some experience and learning in this area. 

3 I have good experience and learning in this area. 

4 I have excellent experience and learning in this area; I could teach it to others. 

 

I am able to: I can demonstrate it by:  

Module 1  Notes on Joy 

Apply Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s “Nine Elements of Flow” to 

communicative lesson planning 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Module 2  Why do we teach Grammar      

Rationalize why grammar instruction should be included in the 

EAL curriculum  

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain the difference between deductive and inductive 

teaching of grammar 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Name learning strategies that can be reinforced for students 

as they move towards automatisation of grammar 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Module 3  Selecting and Sequencing Grammar Items      

Analyze a grammar text for the progression of grammar 

points, as well as for the text’s approach and development of 

skills 

 

1 

 

2 3 4 

 

Describe criteria for the selection of grammar points suitable 

to particular needs, contexts, and backgrounds 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Organize a general progression of grammar points for a given 

group of learners 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Differentiate between the main types of syllabus design 

methods, and select one suitable to learners’ needs 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Analyze an activity for the associated and embedded grammar 

points 
1 2 3 4 
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Module 4  Developing a Grammar Lesson      

Describe how grammar is learned through reading, writing, 

speaking, and listening 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Identify the three main phases of a basic, communicative 

grammar lesson 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Differentiate between focused practice and communicative 

practice 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Describe characteristics of “flow” as they relate to lesson-

planning 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Conduct a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of a 

lesson plan  

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Module 5 Ways of Presenting Grammar      

Describe the components of an effective rule 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Apply the principles of effective rules to a grammar lesson 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Examine textbooks to identify how they introduce grammar 

points 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain how examples can be used in the presentation phase of 

a lesson for inductive instruction 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Module 6  Ways of Practicing Grammar      

Describe the difference between accuracy and fluency 

 
1 2 3 4 

 

Explain the difference between practice activities that target 

these two skills 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain the concept of restructuring, and describe the 

characteristics of practice activities designed for this purpose 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Describe various focused practice activities aimed at receptive 

and productive practice 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain error correction as it occurs during the focused practice 

stage 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Design the focused practice phase of a lesson plan  

 
1 2 3 4 
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Module 7 Error Correction      

Describe different types of errors made by language learners 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Compare and contrast transfer errors and developmental 

errors, giving examples 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Present possible causes of a selection of errors 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Justify the addition of teaching activities that have a positive 

impact on emotion and attitude 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Compare different responses to errors for appropriateness 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain the role of language level in the selection of error 

correction 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Module 8 The Power of Words      

Give at least ten cognitive and metacognitive strategies that 

learners can use to understand new words 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain how word frequency, pronunciation and 

contextualization can support vocabulary learning 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Summarize the factors that help learners store and organize 

new vocabulary for later use 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Create a “schemata” for a single word to illustrate the various 

meanings and associations that can be related to that word. 

 

1 2 3 4 
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Module 9  Working with Textbooks and Dictionaries      

List criteria that could be used to choose appropriate resources 

for your classroom 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Compare and contrast the vocabulary teaching approach of 

two textbooks according to specific criteria 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

List different kinds of dictionaries and explain how they might 

be used in a language learning classroom 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Describe limitations of dictionaries, and how you would explain 

those to student 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Total      

      

 

 
Add up your response scores, and compare your results with the following scoring scale: 

 

• 116 – 152: You are a good candidate to proceed with the PLAR process for this course. Please 

review this guide in full, and discuss the next steps with the PLAR advisor for this program. 

• 92 – 116: You may need additional learning to be successful in the PLAR process for this course, 

and receive credit recognition.  Please discuss the next steps with the PLAR advisor for this 

program. 

• Less than 91: You are unlikely to be successful in completing the PLAR process for this course. In 

order to ensure you obtain learning around all course outcomes, it is recommended that you 

complete this course.  

 

Definition of Evidence 

 

Direct Evidence:  is the strongest form of documentation that you’ve created or produced.   

 

Indirect Evidence:  is about you and your accomplishments.   

 

Evidence/Documentation in your Portfolio should be:   

 

Valid:  does the evidence relate to the competencies? 

Sufficient:  is there enough evidence to provide conclusive proof? 

Authentic:  is the evidence the learner’s work? 

Current:  are the knowledge and skills up-to-date? 
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Applying for PLAR 
 
If, after you have completed the self-assessment form, you are interested in applying for PLAR, contact 

the PLAR advisor for the EAL TCP and put in writing your intent to pursue PLAR by completing and 

submitting the EAL TCP – PLAR Application Form (Appendix A). The PLAR advisor for this course is Scott 

Poole. Please contact him at s.poole@uwinnipeg.ca or (204) 789-1484 to discuss this further.  

 

The PLAR Application Form is an opportunity to promote yourself, and share the reasons you think you 

may qualify for credit in the course. Please review the Application for PLAR for more details. 

PLAR Process & Assessment  
 
Once your PLAR Application Form has been received and reviewed by the PLAR advisor for the EAL TCP, 

you will be contacted to set up an appointment to discuss PLAR assessment options, and to formalize 

your plan for PLAR in an Assessment Agreement Form (Appendix B). 

 

There are three options by which you can demonstrate your competency of the learning outcomes 

associated with ETCP 46390/6 – Developing the Language System: Teaching Grammar and Vocabulary.  

 

1. Assignment Completion 

2. Selected Evidence Completion  

3. Portfolio Completion  

Detailed descriptions of each of these methods of demonstrating prior learning are included below. 

Please note that successful completion of the PLAR process requires a minimum grade of 66% (C+) in 

each PLAR submission component.  

 

Option #1: Assignment Completion  

 
1. Complete the self-assessment checklist; ensure the column with the demonstration method is 

complete. 

 

2. Complete and submit the PLAR Application Form. See Appendix A. Meet with the PLAR advisor 

for the EAL TCP and complete the PLAR Assessment Agreement Form. 

 

3. For any formal learning completed around the learning outcomes in this course, compile and 

submit the course outlines/workshop descriptions and transcripts or evidence of involvement. 

Note the learning outcomes within this course that were addressed in these formal learning 

endeavors. 

 

4. Complete the following assignments which provide direct evidence of learning. 
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Assignment #1:   Case Studies to Analyze Context and Grammar Points 

 

Read the case studies that follow. What themes, tasks or functions, and corresponding 

grammar points would be suitable for each of the programs? Indicate brief rationales for 

your choices.  

Include 2-3 themes, with 2-3 several tasks listed for each theme, and 2-3 grammar points 

that relate to teach task.  

 

 

In your assignment, please explain the choices you make, rather than writing in point form 

online.  

Your assignment will probably be 2-3 pages long (1.5 spacing), but no longer than 4 pages, 

please. 

  

Case Study 1-  “Explore Program”: 5 Week Intensive English Program 

 

Students from Quebec are attending a program at an English speaking Canadian university 

for 5 weeks in order to improve their English language skills. Although they plan on returning 

home to Quebec after the program is complete, the students all plan on using the language 

skills they acquire after the program is complete for university, employment, and 

vacationing/travel in Canada and abroad. The class you have been assigned to teach is the 

lowest level, although students have been studying English for several years in elementary 

school and high school. In terms of CLB level, the students would be CLB 3-4. What themes 

and corresponding grammar points would be suitable for this 5-week program? Indicate 

brief rationales for your choices. 

 

Case Study 2- Settlement Classes for Newcomers to Canada 

 

This program is a full time program offered for newcomers to Canada. It is fully funded by 

the government, and students attend the classes from 9am-3pm, Monday – Friday, often for 

several terms. Although some individuals attending these classes have lived in Canada for 

several years, most have been in Canada for less than one year. In general, their purpose for 

enrolling in the classes is to facilitate their integration into the Canadian community. All 

students plan on working and some plan on attending university, but their primary goals 

revolve around meeting their basic needs in their new home. The position you have been 

hired for is high beginner. The composition of the class is mixed; students are from a variety 

of countries, with numerous first languages. What themes and corresponding grammar 

points would be suitable for this program? Indicate brief rationales for your choices. 

 

Case Study 3- English for Academic Purposes 

 

Many immigrants who come to Canada have already received a degree or professional 

certification in their home country, but find that these qualifications are not deemed 

sufficient upon immigrating to Canada. Therefore, for many newcomers attending a 

postsecondary institution is essential for integrating back into their profession. English for 

Academic Purposes is an advanced program designed for CLB 7-8 students who want to 
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improve language skills necessary for an academic environment. Although the focus of these 

classes is on the development of writing skills, students do develop speaking, reading, and 

listening skills necessary for a postsecondary setting, and are introduced to the Canadian 

postsecondary system. You are the new instructor for this program, comprised of 10 students 

from numerous countries, with numerous professional goals in university and college, 

ranging from management and business, to engineering and nursing. What themes and 

corresponding grammar points would be suitable for this program? Indicate brief rationales 

for your choices. 

 

Checklist for Assignment #1 

 

For each case study: 

2-3 appropriate themes are listed 

2-3 tasks that (1) relate to these themes, and (2) are appropriate for the class are listed 

2-3 grammar points that (1) relate to teach task, and (2) are appropriate for the level are 

listed  

 

See Appendix C for a description of the evaluation method for this assignment. 
 

Assignment #2:  Grammar Lesson Plan 

 

Using the information and examples from this and the previous three modules, 

finish designing the grammar lesson on the grammar point that you’ve been working 

on (this could be anything! Prepositions, articles, a verb tense, an irregular verb 

conjugation you choose!) 

 

You started with an inductive presentation phase, but you can continue into the 

focused practice phase in any way you like (deductive or inductive). Try to work in 

activities that use all the modalities (remember the chart?). Think of activities that 

allow for both receptive and productive practice.  

 

Once you’ve completed the focused practice phase, you can think of interesting 

ways to encourage free use of the grammar point wrap up the lesson. Can you find a 

way for students to use this grammar point in an authentic context? 

Your assignment should include the following: 

 

• a description of the imaginary students you would be working with and their CLB 

levels (this can be two or three sentences long, just enough to provide context for 

your instructor) 

• a list of two or three simple learning objectives you hope to achieve through the 

lesson 

• a description of the flow of the activity: how you’d introduce it, what pre-

requisite skills you’d be checking for, what you or the students would do after the 

introduction, what would follow as guided and unguided activities, how you would 
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wrap up the lesson, and maybe where you would lead the students in subsequent 

lessons. 

 

NOTE: Please use the template provided in Appendix D to assist you in creating your 

lesson plan. The sample lessons have also been developed using this template to 

help you. 

 

Your practice activities should: 

 

• Target both receptive and productive skills 

• Use at least three language modalities (listening, reading, writing, speaking) 

• Employ ideas from the readings  

For this assignment, you’re planning a lesson that’s about 2 to 3 hours long. Written 

out, the assignment will likely be 2-3 pages long, and could include a variety of 

formats like descriptive paragraphs, bulleted lists and/or charts.  

 

 

The aim is three-fold: you need to apply good lesson planning techniques to the 

exercise, reflect a good balance of inductive and deductive learning, all within the 

context of the communicative approach (structural, functional, and possibly socio-

cultural understandings).  

 

You can find the marking rubric for this assignment in Appendix E 

 

Assignment #3:   Vocabulary Lesson Plan 

 

Come up with a lesson plan, using the lesson template you used earlier in the 

course (Appendix D), to introduce ten new emotion words to your students. You 

can decide what level the students will be at, but your choice of words and 

activities must reflect that level. The progression of a lesson plan for vocabulary 

is similar to that of grammar:  

 
1. Presentation of the new vocabulary terms (remember to include the form and 

meaning in the presentation) 

2. Focused practice (practice the form or meaning in exclusion of context, moving from 

receptive � productive practice) 

3. Communicative practice (practice the new terms in a communicative, contextualized 

way. Communication and fluency are the focus. 

Remember that a lesson can take up to half a day or even a day if you’re working 

with higher-level students and the lesson is very project-oriented. For this 

assignment however, you’re planning something that’s about 2 to 3 hours long. 

Written out, the assignment will likely be 3-4 pages long, and could include a 

variety of formats like descriptive paragraphs, bulleted lists and/or charts.  
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The aim is three-fold: you need to apply good lesson planning techniques to the 

exercise, reflect a good balance of inductive and deductive learning, all within 

the context of the communicative approach (structural, functional, and possibly 

socio-cultural understandings).  

 

The lesson itself can be straightforward and simple, but your assignment should 

include the following: 

 
• a description of the imaginary students you would be working with and their CLB 

levels (this can be two or three sentences long, just enough to provide context for 

your instructor) 

• a list of two or three simple learning objectives you hope to achieve through the 

lesson 

• a description of the flow of the activity: how you’d introduce it, what pre-requisite 

skills you’d be checking for, what you or the students would do then, what would 

follow, how you would wrap it up, maybe where you would lead it afterwards 

• a description of how you might assess the students’ progress and learning 

• optional: selection of one type of error you might focus on during instruction or 

feedback 

 

NOTE: Please see the marking rubric (Appendix E) for an exact breakdown of 

the evaluation of this assignment. 
 

Assignment #4: Analyzing a Chapter in a Textbooks 

 

For the final assignment, make a copy of a short chapter in a grammar textbook of your 

choice (you can choose a modern textbook or locate an old one), and then analyze it 

according to the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Your paper will likely be about 4-5 pages long. You can include various headings in your 

paper if that separates the sections more easily.  

 

• Intended student group (context, level) 
• General approach to grammar instruction  
• Instructional progression through the chapter 
• Connection of grammar, function and theme/topic 
• Presentation and practice activities for both grammar 

and vocabulary 
• Evidence of communicative activities or authentic 

language use, where applicable 
• Necessity for supplementing the textbook chapter with 

additional materials or activities 
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Think back to the readings you’ve done to date, and demonstrate your understanding of key 

principles of EAL teaching and learning. You should be able to make some linkages now 

between theory and practice as expressed in published materials. 

 

You will need to submit the copy of the chapter with the correct bibliographical information 

along with your assignment. This will need to be a pdf document, so you may end up 

attaching two separate files to your email. 

 
5. Submit a Verification of Learning letter, or Letters of attestation from employers and/or 

associates that support skills, knowledge, and abilities. This letter should be completed by a 

supervisor who is able to verify your learning around core learning outcomes within this course. 

See Appendix H for a description of the Verification of Learning Letter. Should you have a 

performance review or other work evaluation document that addresses the requirements within 

Appendix H, this can be submitted as an alternative. 

 

Option #2: Selected Evidence Completion  

 
1. Complete the self-assessment checklist; complete the column with the demonstration method. 

 

2. Complete and submit the PLAR Application form (Appendix A). Meet with the PLAR advisor for 

the EAL TCP and complete the PLAR Assessment Agreement Form (Appendix B). 

 

3. For any formal learning completed around the learning outcomes in this course, compile and 

submit the course outlines/workshop descriptions and transcripts or evidence of involvement. 

Note the learning outcomes within this course that were addressed in these formal learning 

endeavors. 

 

4. Submit a copy of the following documents that you have used in authentic teaching or resource 

development situations. You must have developed these documents independently within the 

last three years. Please note that a short reflective report must accompany each document; see 

the descriptions below for more information. 

 

a. ESP Lesson Planning (Grammar/Vocabulary). Show examples of a syllabus or curriculum 

that shows the themes, tasks or functions, and corresponding grammar points would be 

suitable for two different ESP programs.   See Appendix C for a description of the 

evaluation method for this assignment. 

b. Grammar Lesson Plan. For this document, you need to have a lesson plan that covers 

about 2-3 hours.   The aim of the lesson plans to show good lesson planning techniques, 

a good balance of inductive and deductive learning all within the context of a 

communicative approach (structural, functional, and possibly socio-cultural 
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understanding).  See Appendix D for a description of the evaluation method for this 

assignment. 

c. Vocabulary Lesson Plan. Submit a course syllabus you have developed for a course. In 2 -

3 additional paragraphs, explain why the syllabus design structure was selected, 

including why the components for the course outline were/were not selected, and the 

utility of these components to the students. Finally, explain how this outline has been 

designed with clarity and creativity, and how it is comprehensible for the level of the 

students selected. 

See Appendix F for a description of the evaluation method for this assignment. 

d. Chapter Analysis. Submit your assessment plan/summary from one week (or unit) of 

teaching. This should incorporate both the ongoing (formative) assessment that was 

used as well as one summative assessment tool that was used for a language task 

associated with the classroom work for that week. 

See Appendix G for a description of the evaluation method for this assignment. 

 

5. Submit a Verification of Learning letter. This letter should be completed by a supervisor who is 

able to verify your learning around core learning outcomes within this course. See Appendix H 

for a description of the Verification of Learning Letter. Should you have a performance review or 

other work evaluation document that addresses the requirements within Appendix H, this can 

be submitted as an alternative.  

Option #3: Portfolio Completion 
 
If you have a variety of evidence to support your learning, the third option for submitting PLAR evidence 

for ETCP 46390/6 – Developing the Language System is completion and submission of a portfolio.  

 

1. Complete the self-assessment checklist; ensure the demonstration method column is complete. 

 

2. Complete and submit the PLAR Application form (Appendix A). Meet with the PLAR advisor for 

the EAL TCP and complete the PLAR Assessment Agreement Form (Appendix B). 

 

3. Develop a current portfolio to demonstrate skills, knowledge, and abilities relating to course 

learning outcomes. Your portfolio should include the following components: 

 

• Portfolio Introduction: Provide a statement outlining your underlying beliefs about teaching 

strategies and practices. This statement should summarize the documents in the portfolio 

and how they exemplify your abilities, skills and knowledge. 

• Current resume; positions relating to TESL should refer to learning and skills that relate to 

course outcomes. 

• Documentation of prior formal learning relating to course learning outcomes.  

• Verification of Learning letter, which should be completed by a supervisor who is able to 

verify your learning around core learning outcomes within this course. See Appendix F for a 
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description of the Verification of Learning Letter. Should you have a performance review or 

other work evaluation document that addresses the requirements within Appendix G, this 

can be submitted as an alternative. 

• Sample lesson plans, unit plans, or assessment tools that you have created 

• Any other evidence that would demonstrate your skills, knowledge, and abilities relating to 

course learning outcomes.  

PLAR Assessment Agreement 

 
Once you have selected the assessment option that is most appropriate to demonstrate evidence of 

your learning, you and the PLAR advisor for the EAL TCP will complete the PLAR Assessment Agreement 

Form (Appendix B) for the specified course(s) in the EAL TCP. This form will be a contract between you 

(the PLAR applicant) and the EAL TCP PLAR Assessor, and formalizes the agreed upon method of 

assessment for the PLAR process, as well as the due date for the assessment. 

 

Please see Appendix B for more information. 

Evaluation of Prior Learning 

Option 1: Assignment Completion 
 

The assessment tools that will be used for assessing prior learning through this demonstration route 

have been included in the appendices of this resource guide as follows: 

� Case Studies:  Appendix C 

� Grammar Lesson Plan: Appendix E 

� Vocabulary Lesson Plan: Appendix G 

� Chapter Analysis: Appendix H 

Please note that successful completion of the PLAR process requires a minimum grade of 66% (C+) in 

each PLAR submission component.  
 

Demonstration of learning outcomes through the portfolio will be used to complete the PLAR Evaluation 

form (Appendix L), detailing the learning outcomes demonstrated through PLAR process, the success of 

applicant through this process, and the gaps (if applicable) that must be addressed before recognition of 

course completion is received. This form will be completed by the PLAR assessor. 

 

Option 2: Selected Evidence Completion 

 

The assessment tools that will be used for assessing prior learning through this demonstration route 

have been included in the appendices of this resource guide as follows: 

� Case Studies:  Appendix C 

� Grammar Lesson Plan: Appendix E 

� Vocabulary Lesson Plan: Appendix G 

� Chapter Analysis: Appendix H 
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Please note that successful completion of the PLAR process requires a minimum grade of 66% (C+) in 

each PLAR submission component.  
 

Demonstration of learning outcomes through the portfolio will be used to complete the PLAR Evaluation 

form (Appendix L), detailing the learning outcomes demonstrated through PLAR process, the success of 

applicant through this process, and the gaps (if applicable) that must be addressed before recognition of 

course completion is received. This form will be completed by the PLAR assessor. 

 

Option 3: Portfolio Completion 

 

When a student completes the portfolio, they must also complete Appendix J which summarizes which 

piece of evidence demonstrated learning relating to each of the learning outcomes within the course.  

 

The assessment tool that will be used for assessing prior learning through this demonstration route is 

included in this package in Appendix K.  

 

Demonstration of learning outcomes through the portfolio will be used to complete the PLAR Evaluation 

form (Appendix K), detailing the learning outcomes demonstrated through PLAR process, the success of 

applicant through this process, and the gaps (if applicable) that must be addressed before recognition of 

course completion is received. This form will be completed by the PLAR assessor. 

 

Please note that successful completion of the PLAR process requires a minimum grade of 66% (C+).  

Outcome of PLAR and Follow Up 
 

Once you have completed and submitted the selected route to demonstrate learning, and the PLAR 

assessor for the EAL TCP has completed his/her assessment, he/she will complete Appendix K, which is 

the detailed description of the learning outcomes that were demonstrated through the PLAR 

submission, gaps in learning demonstrated, and recommendation.  The Assessment Evaluation form will 

be filed in your student file and a copy will be sent to you. This will indicate whether you will receive 

course credit. The PLAR assessor for the EAL Teacher Certificate Program will contact you to discuss the 

results of the PLAR process, and to review your options for future learning. 

 

If you are successful, a grade of 'S' (Standing) is assigned to the course and will appear on your 

transcript. The course classification will be coded as 'PLAR’. If you are unsuccessful, a grade is not 

assigned to the course and it will not show up on your transcript. 

 

It is possible to apply for PLAR for all four courses within the EAL Teacher Certificate Program. However, 

the EAL Teacher Certificate Program has a residency requirement which includes the 20-hour practicum 

placement; therefore, students cannot request PLAR for this course.  

  

If you are unsuccessful at obtaining credit can, you may attempt to PLAR one more time after a six 

month period but only if you can demonstrate additional learning. Alternatively, the course instructor 

may inform you of areas where learning is inadequate and may be able to recommend ways to acquire 

or demonstrate the additional learning.  
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Please see the following page which summarizes the process for PLAR within the EAL Teacher Certificate 

Program.  
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Self- Assessment Form

• Complete for each course

Complete Application for PLAR

• Declare intention to pursue PLAR in writing, submit application fee

Meet with PLAR advisor for EAL TCP

• Discuss prior learning, experience, and suitability for PLAR

Complete Assessment Agreement Form

• Develop plan for submitting evidence of PLAR, submit assessment fee

PLAR assessor completes evaluation of PLAR package

• PLAR advisor meets with student to discuss results and future plan

 

Summary of PLAR Process 
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Appendices 
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Appendix A - PLAR Application Form  
EAL Teacher Certificate Program 

 

Please complete this form, and return it to the PLAR assessor for the EAL Teacher Certificate Program.  

EAL Teacher Certificate Program – PLAR  

515 Portage Ave. 

Winnipeg, MB,   R3B 2E9 

Email: s.poole@uwinnipeg.ca 

Phone: (204) 789-1484  

Fax: (204) 982-1707 

 

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY      
 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Last Name(s) First (Given) Name  Middle Name(s) 

  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Address 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

City/Town Province  Postal Code 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Contact Telephone Number E-Mail Address   

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Student # (if applicable) Date  Signature 

 

 

 

Indicate the UW course number and title you are requesting to PLAR. *Complete one form for each 

course being challenged. 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Course Name        Course Number  

 

 

 

 

Provide a detailed summary of why you think you may qualify for credit in this course. Outline your 

relevant formal (non-accredited educational institute) and informal learning (work experience, 

independent study, volunteer/community activities, political action) in space provided below. Refer to 

the course learning outcomes to strengthen this summary (as provided in the PLAR Resource Guide for 

this course). If you require more space, please submit additional information. We strongly suggest you 

submit your resume to aid us in accurately assessing your application for challenge for credit. 

 

Note: There is no need to submit the direct evidence of your learning at this time. 
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Summary: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix B – PLAR Assessment Agreement Form 
EAL Teacher Certificate Program (EAL TCP)  

 
 

Complete this form in consultation with the EAL TCP PLAR Advisor. The PLAR Fee ($250) must 

accompany submission of this form. Return form and fee to the EAL TCP PLAR Advisor: 

 EAL Teacher Certificate Program - PLAR 

515 Portage Avenue 

Winnipeg, MB,   R3B 2E9 

Fax: 982.1707 

 
PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY  
      Country of Citizenship: ___________________ 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Last Name(s) First (Given) Name  Middle Name(s) 

  

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Home Address 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

City/Town Province  Postal Code 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Contact Telephone Number E-Mail Address                          Student # (if applicable) 

 

 
 

EAL TCP PLAR requested for: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Course Name        Course Number  

 

 

Agreed Upon Method of PLAR Assessment: 

 

� Option #1: Assignment Completion  

o Self-assessment checklist, documents from prior formal learning, three completed assignments 

� Option #2: Selected Evidence Completion 

o Self-assessment checklist, documents from prior formal learning, four completed documents, 

verification of learning letter 

� Option #3: Portfolio Completion 

o Self-assessment checklist, portfolio checklist, and all accompanying documents 

 

Due Dates:  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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I understand that once materials are submitted, the assessment process may take four weeks and that credit is not 

guaranteed through this evaluation process. 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Student Signature   Date 

 

 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

EAL TCP PLAR Advisor Signature   Date 

 

 

 

 

 

Additional Notes: ______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PLAR Fee: _________________      Total Paid: ___________________ 

 

 

  

Method of Payment: 

□  Cash     □ Debit     □ Cheque      □ VISA      □ 

MasterCard 

 

Card #  

 

_____________________________________  

 

Expiry Date: __________________________ 

For Office Use: 

 

Processed By: ______________________    Date: __________________ 

 

Receipt Number: _____________________ 

 

All documents submitted:       Yes           No 

 

Course Credit Approved _____       Course Credit Denied  _______ 

 

Letter sent to Student by Program Administrator ________ 

 

Course entered in Datatel _________ 
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Appendix C – Marking Rubric For Assignment #1 

 
 
 

Inadequate work Adequate work Good work Excellent work  
Contains some key 
points, but reiterates 
without analysis. 
May have missing 
or inaccurate 
information. 
 

Lists key points 
accurately. 

Explains key points 
and supports ideas. 

Comprehensive list 
of key and some 
secondary points. 
Applies a high level 
of critical thinking 
to points made.  

Comprehension, 
Analysis 

Describes ideas or 
concepts with some 
support 

Occasional 
connections 
between readings, 
theory and practice, 
 

Makes explicit, 
personal, and 
meaningful 
connections 

Consistently makes 
connections that are 
deep and insightful 

Synthesis, 
Evaluation 

Grammatical, 
syntactical or 
organizational 
structures make it 
difficult to 
comprehend. 

Structure, 
organization and 
presentation are 
simple, straight-
forward. 

Ideas are articulated 
with some passion 
and appropriate 
emphasis. Message 
is clear and 
argument flows 
well. 
 

Innovative and 
creative ideas are 
articulated 
exceptionally well 
and with power. 

Presentation, 
Writing 

D = 6-6.5 
F = Below 62 

C+ = 7.5 
C = 7 

B+ =8.5 
B = 8 

A+ =9.5-10 
A = 9 

Marks 

Inadequate work Adequate work Good work Excellent work  
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Appendix D – Grammar Lesson Plan Template 

 
 

Grammar Lesson Plan 

 
 

 

Students: 

� Describe the proficiency level, age, and teaching context (eg. EAL, EFL, Adults, etc.) 

Context: 

� The theme of the unit and relevant details about the theme 

� Any knowledge the students bring to the lesson- what structures, vocabulary, or 

other relevant learning they have already done 

Objectives: 

� What the students will be able to do at the end of the lesson 

� This includes the ability to use the structure in terms of language skills and a context 

Materials and Equipment: 

� List any materials needed by the teacher 

� Include copies of handouts, pictures, etc. or a description of materials with your 

lesson 

 

 

Procedure: 

 
Presentation: 

� Includes a warm-up to lead into the lesson and introduce the topic/context 

� The grammar structure is explained in meaningful contexts 

� Both the rule for form and the rule for use are introduced 

 

Other Questions: 

� Do students arrive at their own understanding of the rule (inductive) or is it 

explicitly stated to the learners (deductive)? 

� Are students involved in this stage (active participation) or are they passive 

observers? 

 

Focused Practice (at least 2 activities): 

� Students practice the structure in a controlled way without thinking about other 

structures or free communication 

� Students have the opportunity for receptive practice and productive practice  

� Students can practice the form/structure 

� Students can practice/understand the meaning/use 

� Activities elicit use of the target language feature 

� Activities progress so that scaffolding and support is reduced 

� Correction and Feedback: feedback can be given throughout this phase (comment on 

how) 
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Communicative Practice (at least 1 activity): 

� Final task is authentic – students get a chance to use the skills that they developed in 

previous activities 

� Students practice the structure in a communication-focused context; the structure is 

not the focus- communication is the focus 

� Practice elicits use of target language feature 

� Correction and Feedback: comments on how feedback will be given are appropriate 

(i.e. should not interrupt communication and should be given at the end of the phase 

) 

� Class ends effectively tying together the lesson (a routine or a final, whole-class 

activity) 

 

 

Next Lesson (optional): 

� What will the topic and context of the next lesson be? 

� How will you follow-up on skills developed in this class? 

 

 

General Comments: 

� Do activities acknowledge various learning styles? 

� Is there a balance of group work, pair work, and individual work? 

� Are all of the language skills targeting (reading/writing/speaking/listening)? Is 

there a focus on one? 

� Are activities interesting and engaging? 
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Appendix E – Marking Checklist for Grammar Lesson Plan 

 
 
Marking Checklist for Lesson Plan  

 

Name: _____________________________ 

 

Students: 

� Describe the proficiency level, age, and teaching context (eg. EAL, EFL, Adults, etc.) 

Context: 

� The theme of the unit and relevant details about the theme 

� Any knowledge the students bring to the lesson- what structures, vocabulary, or other relevant 

learning they have already done 

Objectives: 

� What the students will be able to do at the end of the lesson 

� This includes the ability to use the structure in terms of language skills and a context 

Materials and Equipment: 

� List any materials needed by the teacher 

� Include copies of handouts, pictures, etc. or a description of materials with your lesson 

 

Section #1  /5 

 

Procedure: 

 
Presentation: 

� Includes a warm-up to lead into the lesson and introduce the topic/context 

� The grammar structure is explained in meaningful contexts 

� Both the rule for form and the rule for use are introduced 

 

Other Questions: 

� Do students arrive at their own understanding of the rule (inductive) or is it explicitly stated to 

the learners (deductive)? 

� Are students involved in this stage (active participation) or are they passive observers? 

 

Comments: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________ 

 

Section #2  /10 

 

Focused Practice (at least 2 activities): 

� Students practice the structure in a controlled way without thinking about other structures or 

free communication 

� Students have the opportunity for receptive practice and productive practice  

� Students can practice the form/structure 

� Students can practice/understand the meaning/use 
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� Activities elicit use of the target language feature 

� Activities progress so that scaffolding and support is reduced 

� Correction and Feedback: feedback can be given throughout this phase (comment on how) 

 

Comments: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________ 

 

Section #3 /15 

 

Communicative Practice (at least 1 activity): 

� Final task is authentic – students get a chance to use the skills that they developed in previous 

activities 

� Students practice the structure in a communication-focused context; the structure is not the 

focus- communication is the focus 

� Practice elicits use of target language feature 

� Correction and Feedback: comments on how feedback will be given are appropriate (i.e. should 

not interrupt communication and should be given at the end of the phase ) 

� Class ends effectively tying together the lesson (a routine or a final, whole-class activity) 

 

Comments: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________ 

 

Section #4 /7 

 

Next Lesson (optional): 

� What will the topic and context of the next lesson be? 

� How will you follow-up on skills developed in this class? 

 

General Comments: 

� Do activities acknowledge various learning styles? 

� Is there a balance of group work, pair work, and individual work? 

� Are all of the language skills targeting (reading/writing/speaking/listening)? Is there a focus on 

one? 

� Are activities interesting and engaging? 

 

General Comments: /3 

 

 

Total:    /40 X 50% = ________/ 20 
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Appendix F – Vocabulary Lesson Plan Template 

 
 

Students: 

� Describe the proficiency level, age, and teaching context (eg. EAL, EFL, Adults, etc.) 

Context: 

� The theme of the unit and relevant details about the theme 

� Any knowledge the students bring to the lesson- what structures, vocabulary, or 

other relevant learning they have already done 

Objectives: 

� What the students will be able to do at the end of the lesson 

� This includes the ability to use the structure in terms of language skills and a context 

Materials and Equipment: 

� List any materials needed by the teacher 

� Include copies of handouts, pictures, etc. or a description of materials with your 

lesson 

 

 

 

Procedure: 

 
Presentation: 

� Includes a warm-up to lead into the lesson and introduce the topic/context 

� The vocabulary terms are explained in meaningful contexts 

� Both the form and the meaning of the terms are introduced 

� Selected vocabulary terms are stated clearly 

 

Other Questions: 

� Do students arrive at their own understanding of the rule (inductive) or is it 

explicitly stated to the learners (deductive)? 

� Are students involved in this stage (active participation) or are they passive 

observers? 
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Focused Practice (at least 2 activities): 

� Students practice the terms in a controlled way without thinking about other 

structures or free communication 

� Students have the opportunity for receptive practice and productive practice  

� Students can practice the form and the meaning of the terms 

� Activities progress so that scaffolding and support is reduced 

� Correction and Feedback: feedback can be given throughout this phase (comment on 

how) 

 

 

 

Communicative Practice (at least 1 activity): 

� Final task is authentic – students get a chance to use the skills that they developed in 

previous activities 

� Students practice the vocabulary in a communication-focused context 

� Practice elicits use of target vocabulary terms 

� Correction and Feedback: comments on how feedback will be given are appropriate 

(i.e. should not interrupt communication and should be given at the end of the phase 

) 

� Class ends effectively tying together the lesson (a routine or a final, whole-class 

activity) 

 

 

 

General Comments: 

� Do activities acknowledge various learning styles? 

� Is there a balance of group work, pair work, and individual work? 

� Are all of the language skills targeting (reading/writing/speaking/listening)? Is 

there a focus on one? 

� Are activities interesting and engaging? 
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Appendix G – Marking Checklist for Vocabulary Lesson Plan 

 
 
Marking Checklist for Vocabulary Lesson Plan  

 

Students: 

� Describe the proficiency level, age, and teaching context (eg. EAL, EFL, Adults, etc.) 

Context: 

� The theme of the unit and relevant details about the theme 

� Any knowledge the students bring to the lesson- what structures, vocabulary, or 

other relevant learning they have already done 

Objectives: 

� What the students will be able to do at the end of the lesson 

� This includes the ability to use the structure in terms of language skills and a context 

Materials and Equipment: 

� List any materials needed by the teacher 

� Include copies of handouts, pictures, etc. or a description of materials with your 

lesson 

 

Section #1  /2 

 

 

 

Procedure: 

 
Presentation: 

� Includes a warm-up to lead into the lesson and introduce the topic/context 

� The vocabulary terms are explained in meaningful contexts 

� Both the form and the meaning of the terms are introduced 

� Selected vocabulary terms are stated clearly 

 

Other Questions: 

� Do students arrive at their own understanding of the rule (inductive) or is it 

explicitly stated to the learners (deductive)? 

� Are students involved in this stage (active participation) or are they passive 

observers? 

 

 

Section #2  /5 
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Focused Practice (at least 2 activities): 

� Students practice the terms in a controlled way without thinking about other 

structures or free communication 

� Students have the opportunity for receptive practice and productive practice  

� Students can practice the form and the meaning of the terms 

� Activities progress so that scaffolding and support is reduced 

� Correction and Feedback: feedback can be given throughout this phase (comment on 

how) 

 

Section #3 /8 

 

 

Communicative Practice (at least 1 activity): 

� Final task is authentic – students get a chance to use the skills that they developed in 

previous activities 

� Students practice the vocabulary in a communication-focused context 

� Practice elicits use of target vocabulary terms 

� Correction and Feedback: comments on how feedback will be given are appropriate 

(i.e. should not interrupt communication and should be given at the end of the phase 

) 

� Class ends effectively tying together the lesson (a routine or a final, whole-class 

activity) 

 

 

Section #4 /5 

 

General Comments: 

� Do activities acknowledge various learning styles? 

� Is there a balance of group work, pair work, and individual work? 

� Are all of the language skills targeting (reading/writing/speaking/listening)? Is 

there a focus on one? 

� Are activities interesting and engaging? 
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Appendix H - Marking Rubric for Final Assignment  

 

 

Inadequate work Adequate work Good work Excellent work  

Contains some 

key points, but 

reiterates without 

analysis. May 

have missing or 

inaccurate 

information. 

Lists key points 

accurately. 

Explains key 

points and 

supports ideas. 

Comprehensive 

list of key and 

some secondary 

points. Applies a 

high level of 

critical thinking 

to points made.  

Comprehension, 

Analysis 

Describes ideas or 

concepts with 

some support 

Occasional 

connections 

between 

readings, theory 

and practice,  

Makes explicit, 

personal, and 

meaningful 

connections 

Consistently 

makes 

connections that 

are deep and 

insightful 

Synthesis, 

Evaluation 

Grammatical, 

syntactical or 

organizational 

structures make it 

difficult to 

comprehend. 

Structure, 

organization and 

presentation are 

simple, straight-

forward. 

Ideas are 

articulated 

with some 

passion and 

appropriate 

emphasis. 

Message is 

clear and 

argument flows 

well. 

Innovative and 

creative ideas are 

articulated 

exceptionally 

well and with 

power. 

Presentation, 

Writing 

Course readings 

were not cited 

A few course 

readings were 

cited, but key 

ideas were not 

integrated 

A selection of 

course readings 

were 

appropriately 

used to 

support 

arguments 

A wide variety of 

quotes and 

concepts from 

course readings 

were 

thoughtfully 

incorporated to 

introduce ideas 

and support 

arguments  

References to 

Course Readings 

D = 18-19 

F = Below 18 

C+ = 22-23 

C = 20-21 

B+ =25-26 

B = 24 

A+ =29-30 

A = 27-28 

Marks 
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Appendix I - Verification of Learning Letter 

 

The Verification of Learning letter should be completed by a supervisor or co-worker who is 

able to support your prior learning, skills, and knowledge around the learning outcomes within 

this course. Please note the following requirements for the Verification of Learning Letter that 

should be shared with the selected referee. 

 

Adapted from: Red River College (July 2013). RPL Services: Portfolio Development Guide. P. 15. 

 
1. The written evaluation should be on the organization’s official letter head.  

2. The referee should provide their contact information, position, and relationship to the PLAR 

applicant. 

3. The referee should indicate which of the following learning outcomes associated with this 

course they can verify have been demonstrated by the applicant: 

a. Describe the various contexts for teaching EAL in Canada and abroad to determine 

which contexts align with interests and proficiencies for future teaching opportunities. 

b. Apply understanding of the Canadian Language Benchmarks (2012) (CLB)to develop 

appropriate speaking, listening, reading, and/or writing activities for the adult EAL 

classroom. 

c. Develop a needs assessment tool for a particular adult EAL class in order to develop a 

course syllabus to address the identified student needs. 

d. Develop a task-based integrated unit plan (outline) to address the needs of a specified 

group of adult EAL students. 

e. Implement principles of syllabus design to create a syllabus that includes all necessary 

components and meets the needs of a specified group of students. 

f. Explain strategies for developing positive classroom dynamics within an adult EAL 

classroom in order to create a productive learning environment for all students. 

g. Describe various categories and examples of activities for the adult EAL classroom in 

order to develop a range of activities that address the needs of learners.  

h. Describe practices for developing and implementing effective formative and summative 

assessment tools and tasks in order to measure progress and provide relevant feedback 

within the adult EAL classroom.  

i. Describe principles of culturally responsive teaching in order to implement these 

principles into one’s teaching practice.  

4. Any additional descriptions regarding when this learning was observed, and/or how the 

applicant demonstrated this learning can be incorporated. Additionally, the referee can evaluate 

the applicant’s skills, knowledge, and abilities with respect to each learning outcome (i.e. below 

average, average, above average).  
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Appendix J – Portfolio Evidence Description Form 
 

Please identify which piece of evidence submitted within your portfolio demonstrates your skill, 

knowledge, and abilities relating to each of the following learning outcomes, and note the evidence item 

from your portfolio in the column to the right. 
 

 

Portfolio contains evidence that demonstrates skills, knowledge, 

and abilities relating to each of the following learning outcomes: 

 

Evidence Item:  

Module 1  Notes on Joy  

Apply Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s “Nine Elements of Flow” to 

communicative lesson planning 

 

 

Module 2  Why do we teach Grammar  

Rationalize why grammar instruction should be included in the 

EAL curriculum  

 

 

Explain the difference between deductive and inductive teaching 

of grammar 

 

 

Name learning strategies that can be reinforced for students as 

they move towards automatisation of grammar 

 

 

Module 3  Selecting and Sequencing Grammar Items  

Analyze a grammar text for the progression of grammar points, 

as well as for the text’s approach and development of skills 

 

 

Describe criteria for the selection of grammar points suitable to 

particular needs, contexts, and backgrounds 

 

 

Organize a general progression of grammar points for a given 

group of learners 

 

 

Differentiate between the main types of syllabus design 

methods, and select one suitable to learners’ needs 

 

 

Analyze an activity for the associated and embedded grammar 

points 
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Module 4  Developing a Grammar Lesson  

Describe how grammar is learned through reading, writing, 

speaking, and listening 

 

 

Identify the three main phases of a basic, communicative 

grammar lesson 

 

 

Differentiate between focused practice and communicative 

practice 

 

 

Describe characteristics of “flow” as they relate to lesson-

planning 

 

 

Conduct a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of a 

lesson plan  

 

 

Module 5 Ways of Presenting Grammar  

Describe the components of an effective rule 

 

 

 

Apply the principles of effective rules to a grammar lesson 

 

 

 

Examine textbooks to identify how they introduce grammar 

points 

 

 

Explain how examples can be used in the presentation phase of 

a lesson for inductive instruction 

 

 

Module 6  Ways of Practicing Grammar  

Describe the difference between accuracy and fluency 

 

 

 

Explain the difference between practice activities that target 

these two skills 

 

 

Explain the concept of restructuring, and describe the 

characteristics of practice activities designed for this purpose 

 

 

Describe various focused practice activities aimed at receptive 

and productive practice 
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Explain error correction as it occurs during the focused practice 

stage 

 

 

Design the focused practice phase of a lesson plan  

 

 

 

Module 7 Error Correction  

Describe different types of errors made by language learners 

 

 

Compare and contrast transfer errors and developmental errors, 

giving examples 

 

 

Present possible causes of a selection of errors 

 

 

 

Justify the addition of teaching activities that have a positive 

impact on emotion and attitude 

 

 

Compare different responses to errors for appropriateness 

 

 

 

 

Explain the role of language level in the selection of error 

correction 

 

 

Module 8 The Power of Words  

Give at least ten cognitive and metacognitive strategies that 

learners can use to understand new words 

 

 

Explain how word frequency, pronunciation and 

contextualization can support vocabulary learning 

 

 

Summarize the factors that help learners store and organize 

new vocabulary for later use 

 

 

Create a “schemata” for a single word to illustrate the various 

meanings and associations that can be related to that word. 
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Module 9  Working with Textbooks and Dictionaries  

List criteria that could be used to choose appropriate resources 

for your classroom 

 

 

Compare and contrast the vocabulary teaching approach of two 

textbooks according to specific criteria 

 

 

List different kinds of dictionaries and explain how they might 

be used in a language learning classroom 

 

 

Describe limitations of dictionaries, and how you would explain 

those to student 
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Appendix K – Portfolio Evidence Assessment Form 
 

This form will be used by the PLAR assessor for the EAL Teacher Certificate Program, and does not need 

to be completed by the applicant. 

 

Rating Scale 

1 Portfolio does not demonstrate experience or learning in this area. 

2 Portfolio demonstrates some experience or learning in this area. 

3 Portfolio demonstrates adequate experience or learning in this area. 

4 Portfolio demonstrates excellent experience or learning in this area. 

Portfolio contains evidence that demonstrates skills, knowledge, and 

abilities relating to each of the following learning outcomes: 

Evidence Item:  

Module 1  Notes on Joy 

Apply Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi’s “Nine Elements of Flow” to 

communicative lesson planning 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Total:    /4 (minimum required  -- 3 points 

Module 2  Why do we teach Grammar      

Rationalize why grammar instruction should be included in the 

EAL curriculum  

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain the difference between deductive and inductive 

teaching of grammar 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Name learning strategies that can be reinforced for students 

as they move towards automatisation of grammar 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Total:        /12  (minimum required – 8 points) 

Module 3  Selecting and Sequencing Grammar Items      

Analyze a grammar text for the progression of grammar 

points, as well as for the text’s approach and development of 

skills 

 

 

1 

 
2 3 4 

 

Describe criteria for the selection of grammar points suitable 

to particular needs, contexts, and backgrounds 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Organize a general progression of grammar points for a given 

group of learners 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Differentiate between the main types of syllabus design 

methods, and select one suitable to learners’ needs 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Analyze an activity for the associated and embedded grammar 

points 
1 2 3 4 

 

Total:        /20  (minimum required – 15 points) 
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Module 4  Developing a Grammar Lesson      

Describe how grammar is learned through reading, writing, 

speaking, and listening 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Identify the three main phases of a basic, communicative 

grammar lesson 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Differentiate between focused practice and communicative 

practice 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Describe characteristics of “flow” as they relate to lesson-

planning 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Conduct a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of a 

lesson plan  
1 2 3 4 

 

Total:        /20  (minimum required – 15 points) 

Module 5 Ways of Presenting Grammar      

Describe the components of an effective rule 

 
1 2 3 4 

 

Apply the principles of effective rules to a grammar lesson 

 
1 2 3 4 

 

Examine textbooks to identify how they introduce grammar 

points 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain how examples can be used in the presentation phase of 

a lesson for inductive instruction 

 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Total:        /12  (minimum required – 8 points) 

Module 6  Ways of Practicing Grammar      

Describe the difference between accuracy and fluency 

 
1 2 3 4 

 

Explain the difference between practice activities that target 

these two skills 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain the concept of restructuring, and describe the 

characteristics of practice activities designed for this purpose 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Describe various focused practice activities aimed at receptive 

and productive practice 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain error correction as it occurs during the focused practice 

stage 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Design the focused practice phase of a lesson plan  

 
1 2 3 4 

 

Total:        /24 (minimum required – 16 points 
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Module 7 Error Correction      

Describe different types of errors made by language learners 

 
1 2 3 4 

 

Compare and contrast transfer errors and developmental 

errors, giving examples 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Present possible causes of a selection of errors 

 
1 2 3 4 

 

Justify the addition of teaching activities that have a positive 

impact on emotion and attitude 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Compare different responses to errors for appropriateness 

 
1 2 3 4 

 

Explain the role of language level in the selection of error 

correction 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Total:        /24  (minimum required – 18 points 

Module 8 The Power of Words      

Give at least ten cognitive and metacognitive strategies that 

learners can use to understand new words 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Explain how word frequency, pronunciation and 

contextualization can support vocabulary learning 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Summarize the factors that help learners store and organize 

new vocabulary for later use 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Create a “schemata” for a single word to illustrate the various 

meanings and associations that can be related to that word. 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Total:        /16 (minimum required – 12 points 

Module 9  Working with Textbooks and Dictionaries      

List criteria that could be used to choose appropriate resources 

for your classroom 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Compare and contrast the vocabulary teaching approach of 

two textbooks according to specific criteria 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

List different kinds of dictionaries and explain how they might 

be used in a language learning classroom 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Describe limitations of dictionaries, and how you would explain 

those to student 

 

1 2 3 4 

 

Total:        /16  (minimum required – 12 points 
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Appendix L - Prior Learning Assessment and Recognition (PLAR) Assessment Evaluation 

EAL Teacher Certificate Program 

 

 

Date  _________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Student Last Name(s)              Student First Name          Student Middle Name(s) 

  

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Contact Telephone Number E-Mail Address           Student # (if applicable) 

 

 

Course Title _________________________________  Course Number ____________________  

 

 

PLAR assessor:  _________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

SPECIFY THE AREAS OF THE COURSE THAT THE STUDENT HAS SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED: 

 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 

IDENTIFY ANY LEARNING GAPS: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

CREDIT:  GRANTED   □  NOT GRANTED   □ 

LETTER GRADE OR PERCENTAGE: ______________  (This is optional – for student’s feedback.) 

 

RECOMMENDATIONS & COMMENTS: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

PLAR Assessor Signature       Date 

 

A copy of this form will be sent to the student as well as placed in the student’s file. 


